500 Portraits: 25 Years of the BP Portrait
Award
The National Portrait Gallerys painted portrait Award, one of Britain's most prestigious art prizes, is
the leading showcase for artists throughout the world specialising in portraiture. During the course
of the past twenty - five years, portraits by more than 15,000 artists have been selected for the
accompanying exhibition, which has attracted more than 4 million visitors. To celebrate this
milestone, the National Portrait Gallery is publishing this new, updated edition of 500 Portraits,
which features works from each of the twenty - five years since BPs sponsorship of the exhibition
began in 1990. This highly illustrated compendium features more than 500 paintings from many of
the best figurative artists active over the past quarter century, including Jonathan Yeo, Stuart
Pearson Wright, Paul Emsley, Annabel Cullen and Ishbel Myerscough. Reflecting the diverse
methods of contemporary portrait practice, the portraits, rendered in an array of styles from
photorealism to expressionism, capture an exceptional wealth of subjects. From honest self portraits and warm portrayals of families and children to fan portraits of celebrities and
professionals in the workplace, the rich and varied selection demonstrates what inspires portrait
painters. As well as the works that appeared in the exhibitions, the book includes reproductions of
portraits commissioned by the Gallery from competition finalists. These include portraits of Dame
Kelly Holmes, Sir Michael Caine, Sir Willard White and Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge. Each
year, one artist receives the Travel Award, which provides them with the opportunity to make
paintings further afield; the best of these are featured in this new edition. This book is a key
reference not only for anyone interested in the history of the Award and its impact on the status of
portraiture in the UK, but also for students and professional artists alike. Originally published in
2010, 500 Portraits has received high praise from several read
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10 Ways to Take Stunning Portraits
How do you take Portraits that have the ‘Wow’ factor? Today and tomorrow I want to talk about
taking Portraits that are a little out of the box. You see it’s ...

Price List for GREAT BRITAIN
SOUTH SUDAN 2017 ISSUES now available: Severe inflation has caused the Sudan Post Office
to surcharge 19 different stamps. These surcharges are now in stock in ...

FOX 13 News
Gateway to Tampa Bay area news, weather, radar, sports, traffic, and more. From WTVT-TV/DT
FOX 13, the most powerful name in local news.

funding for artists > visual arts
Artes Mundi. Biennially – even-numbered years. Top prize of £40,000, with runners-up awarded
£4,000. The work of short-listed artists is displayed as part of the ...

Art Magazine
All articles for Art Magazine. Discover the latest art news, articles and events on Rise Art. Use Rise
Art to discover original art from talented artists. Rent and ...

Artists
Lee Miller. Model, muse, photographer, artist, war correspondent & gourmet chef. Born: 23 April
1907, Poughkeepsie, New York, USA. Died: 21 July 1977, Farleys House ...

All The News
Reince Priebus Warns Ethics Chief To 'Be Careful' Trump Is Set To Violate His D.C. Hotel Lease
And The Agency Holding It Has No Plan; New Yorker Cover ...

Renaissance
The Renaissance (UK: / r ɪ ˈ n eɪ s ən s /, US: / r ɛ n ə ˈ s ɑː n s /) was a period in European history, from
the 14th to the 17th century, regarded as the ...

Politics News
Get up to the minute breaking political news and in-depth analysis on ABCNews.com.

Gallery — The Paragon Gallery
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Paragon Gallery always have fresh new work from exciting artists to make each visit interesting.
Get to know our artists in their individual gallery pages
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